Casting Directors can now request digital auditions through Casting Workbooks Self Tape Request system.

The Self Tape Request System is designed to give Casting Directors more flexibility and freedom when working within the constraints of scheduling, location and availability when searching for talent.

Benefits for Actors

1. Secure website ensures that auditions are only available for review by those intended.
2. Actors who are not able to make audition scheduling can be sent self tape requests, allowing flexibility that fits with both the actors and Casting Directors schedules
3. Self Tape Request console centralizes actor’s audition video with the workbook portfolio.
4. Auditions can be uploaded and viewed on any computer with high-speed Internet access (Mac & PC).
5. Removes the need to burn DVD’s or send temporary URL links (yousendit)
RECEIVING A SELF TAPE REQUEST

When an Actor has been sent a Self Tape Request they will be able to view it by selecting - Inbox/Messaging. A red dot (*) indicates that the message has not been read yet.

Clicking on the link in the Review subject column opens up the message.

Each message includes a *unique* video link. Only your video audition can be uploaded to this link. When the Casting Director views your audition your Casting Workbook portfolio is also available to them for review.
Clicking on “this link” will open the video uploader page.

Once you have reviewed the email, read the material and recorded the audition, you can upload the video.

*Note – For Represented actors, Agents are required to review the video and approve for Casting.

Choose Browse .... For your file and select UPLOAD/SAVE
Once the video has been successfully uploaded the box will turn green.

Click on the refresh icon and a play icon will appear.
*Note – The video is being encoded and may take a minute for the play icon to appear. Once the file has completed encoding you will be able to view the audition.

Clicking on the play icon will open up a video player.